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Abstract

Information about demographic history is essential for the understanding of the pro-

cesses of divergence and speciation. Patterns of genetic variation within and between

closely related species provide insights into the history of their interactions. Here, we

investigated historical demography and genetic exchange between the Carpathian (Lis-
sotriton montandoni, Lm) and smooth (L. vulgaris, Lv) newts. We combine an extensive

geographical sampling and multilocus nuclear sequence data with the approximate

Bayesian computation framework to test alternative scenarios of divergence and recon-

struct the temporal and spatial pattern of gene flow between species. A model of recent

(last glacial period) interspecific gene flow was favoured over alternative models. Thus,

despite the relatively old divergence (4–6 mya) and presumably long periods of isola-

tion, the species have retained the ability to exchange genes. Nevertheless, the low

migration rates (ca. 10�6 per gene copy per generation) are consistent with strong

reproductive isolation between the species. Models allowing demographic changes

were favoured, suggesting that the effective population sizes of both species at least

doubled as divergence reaching the current ca. 0.2 million in Lm and 1 million in Lv.

We found asymmetry in rates of interspecific gene flow between Lm and one evolu-

tionary lineage of Lv. We suggest that intraspecific polymorphism for hybrid incompat-

ibilities segregating within Lv could explain this pattern and propose further tests to

distinguish between alternative explanations. Our study highlights the importance of

incorporating intraspecific genetic structure into the models investigating the history

of divergence.
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Introduction

The process of speciation, defined as the development

of reproductive isolation between populations, may

occur in complete geographical isolation or in the face

of unrestricted gene flow (Coyne & Orr 2004; Seehausen

et al. 2014). These two extremes are linked via a contin-

uum of intermediate situations where gene exchange

may be restricted temporally, spatially and may occur

in some parts of the genome but not in the others (Mal-

let 2007; Nosil 2008; Pinho & Hey 2010; Feder et al.

2012; Abbott et al. 2013). Even if speciation is initiated

in isolation, the time required for the evolution of com-

plete reproductive isolation can be very long, reaching

millions of generations (Hewitt 2011; Abbott et al. 2013).

Often, environmental changes causing shifts of species

ranges are more rapid, as was the case during the Pleis-

tocene climatic oscillations (Hewitt 2004, 2011). Such

range changes may lead to contact and interbreeding

between incompletely reproductively isolated species

(Hewitt 2011; Hoffmann & Sgro 2011; Abbott et al.

2013). As long as differentiating populations are able to

produce viable and fertile hybrid offspring which back-

crosses to the parental species, interspecific gene flow

will ensue (Mallet 2005). Studies of the genetic exchange
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between incompletely isolated species provided

important contributions to the understanding of specia-

tion (Yatabe et al. 2007; Nosil et al. 2008; Teeter et al.

2010; Kronforst et al. 2013; Nadachowska-Brzyska et al.

2013; Roux et al. 2013; Poelstra et al. 2014). However,

some outstanding questions regarding the build-up of

genomic differentiation between diverging species and

the impact of gene flow on the process of speciation

remain unanswered (Abbott et al. 2013; Seehausen et al.

2014).

Major questions that still need to be addressed

include the temporal pattern of gene flow between dif-

ferentiating species and the relationship between pat-

terns of gene flow and intraspecific genetic structure.

First, the recognition of the temporal pattern of gene

flow between differentiating species holds the potential

to resolve the long-standing issue of the role of gene

exchange in species formation and in shaping patterns

of variation and diversity (Pinho & Hey 2010). Second,

the genetic architecture of isolation between a pair of

taxa may vary spatially due to environmental, ecologi-

cal or genetic variation in factors that contribute to iso-

lation, resulting in geographically variable interspecific

gene flow (Nolte et al. 2009; Teeter et al. 2010). For

instance, genetic differences accumulated during the

divergence may result in negative epistatic interactions,

known as Bateson–Dobzhansky–Muller incompatibili-

ties, causing low fitness of hybrids (Bateson 1909;

Dobzhansky 1936; Muller & Pontecorvo 1942). If some

populations within species harbour fewer alleles incom-

patible with alleles of another species, then introgres-

sion following hybridization involving these

populations may be easier because intrinsic selection

against hybrids would be weaker (Cutter 2012; Corbett-

Detig et al. 2013). Thus, variable patterns of introgres-

sion may indicate intraspecific variation at loci responsi-

ble for interspecific reproductive isolation (Cutter 2012).

The quantitative characterization of the patterns of

gene flow between differentiating species is required to

understand the process of divergence (Pinho & Hey

2010; Sousa & Hey 2013). However, histories of various

parts of the genome may differ, simply due to stochas-

ticity of the coalescent process or because strength of

gene flow may vary depending on linkage to regions

underlying reduced fitness of hybrids (Barton & Bengts-

son 1986). Thus, only data collected from multiple geno-

mic regions can provide reliable and quantitative

information about the historical and contemporary gene

flow between differentiating taxa (Edwards & Beerli

2000; Sousa & Hey 2013). A wide range of approaches

have been developed to reconstruct demographic his-

tory of species (Sousa & Hey 2013). Approximate Baye-

sian computation (ABC; Beaumont et al. 2002) is an

approach, which has recently gained in popularity.

ABC methods are flexible and allow inferences under

complex demographic models, because the exact likeli-

hood calculation is bypassed by using summary statis-

tics to characterize patterns of variation in the data

(Bertorelle et al. 2010; Csillery et al. 2010). ABC methods

are useful for differentiating between various models of

species divergence, for instance, between speciation

models allowing or ruling out the postdivergence gene

flow (Sousa et al. 2012; Sousa & Hey 2013).

In this study, we use the ABC approach to investigate

the history of two sister salamandrid species: the Car-

pathian (Lissotriton montandoni, Lm) and the smooth

newt (L. vulgaris, Lv). Molecular and fossil data suggest

pre-Pleistocene divergence (Rafinski & Arntzen 1987;

Ro�cek 1994; Babik et al. 2005; Pabijan et al. 2015). The

species are easy to distinguish in the field due to differ-

ences in coloration (e.g. unspotted belly in Lm vs. spot-

ted in Lv), male secondary sexual characters

(denticulate crest and toe flaps in Lv vs. tail filament,

no crest or toe flaps in Lm) and body shape (Babik &

Rafi�nski 2004). The Carpathian newt is endemic to the

Carpathians and easternmost Sudetes Mountains. The

smooth newt is widely distributed in Eurasia ranging

from western Europe to western Siberia and comprises

several morphologically and genetically differentiated

groups (Rafi�nski et al. 2001; Babik et al. 2005; Nada-

chowska & Babik 2009; Pabijan et al. 2015). Substantial

premating reproductive isolation was found in a hybrid

zone and microsatellite data show little evidence of

recent interspecific nuclear gene flow at a broader geo-

graphical scale (Babik et al. 2003; Zieli�nski et al. 2013).

However, the complete replacement of Lm mitochon-

drial DNA by several mtDNA lineages derived from Lv

suggests prolonged history of hybridization and gene

flow between species (Babik et al. 2005; Zieli�nski et al.

2013). Evidence from a panel of SNP markers (Zieli�nski

et al. 2014a) and MHC class II genes (Nadachowska-

Brzyska et al. 2012) points to limited, genomically and

spatially heterogeneous interspecific gene flow in the

nuclear genome.

The pattern of contemporary hybridization revealed

by previous studies is only a single snapshot of a com-

plex history of interaction between the differentiating

species. Therefore, in this study, we set out to provide a

long-term perspective on the process of interspecific

gene flow, its spatial and temporal variation. Several

alternative scenarios of the Lm and Lv divergence his-

tory were tested using multilocus nuclear sequence

data. Because of previously detected massive mtDNA

introgression, we hypothesized substantial historical

gene flow also in the nuclear genome and expected its

asymmetry. To test whether patterns of gene flow corre-

late with intraspecific genetic structuring, we incorpo-

rated the latter into the analyses.
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Materials and methods

Sampling and markers

We sampled 31 populations of Lm (39 individuals) and

38 populations of Lv (45 individuals) (Fig. 1 and

Table S1, Supporting information). Newts were sampled

in water during the breeding season; individual ponds

were treated as local populations. Samples of Lm cov-

ered the entire species range, whereas populations of

Lv were sampled in the areas surrounding the Lm

range but extending far beyond the area of sympatry.

Samples from syntopic populations (ponds where both

species co-occur) were not analysed to exclude the

effect of ongoing hybridization and early-generation

hybrids. To characterize sequence variation and differ-

entiation, we used data acquired from ca. 500-bp frag-

ments of the last exon of 74 protein-coding genes (poly

data set). These markers include mostly 30 untranslated
regions (30UTR), are single copy and do not show evi-

dence of null alleles (Zieli�nski et al. 2014b). Markers

were amplified and analysed as described in Zieli�nski

et al. (2014b). Linkage disequilibrium was tested in GENE-

POP 4.1.2 (Rousset 2008); the type I error was controlled

using the false discovery rate (FDR) approach imple-

mented in QVALUE (Storey 2002; Storey & Tibshirani

2003). For the ABC analysis, we further excluded eight

markers that were fully coding (arh, cnppd, rbm, znf4) or

amplified inconsistently (cep, fam178, myo7, scf1), so that

the final data set included 66 markers. Protein-coding

parts of the markers and alignment columns containing

gaps were removed. Individuals in which more than

10% markers did not amplify were removed from the

analysis. Finally, the data set was subsampled to the

lowest number of observations per locus; thus, our final

ABC data set contained 58 populations, 26 Lm and 32

Lv (Fig. S1, Supporting information). Smooth newt pop-

ulations were assigned to two evolutionary lineages

(groups), inside (LvIN) and outside (LvOUT) the Car-

pathian basin. These two lineages are deeply diverged

in mtDNA, nuclear microsatellites and SNPs and show

some morphological differentiation (Babik et al. 2005;

Zieli�nski et al. 2013, 2014a). While Lm is also genetically

structured, this structure is relatively shallow (Zieli�nski

et al. 2013, 2014a), and thus, here we consider all Lm as

a single genetic lineage. To minimize the confounding

effects of population structure, we randomly subsam-

pled one gene copy per population, resulting in 26 Lm

and 32 Lv gene copies per locus in the ABC data set.

We assume that newt breeding ponds correspond to

discrete demes, which may undergo extinction and

recolonization, and thus, the set of regional populations

can be considered a metapopulation. It has been shown

(Wakeley & Aliacar 2001; Wakeley 2004) that if one

gene copy per locus is sampled per deme in a metapop-

ulation composed of a large number of demes, the

ancestral process producing such a sample is identical

to the unstructured coalescent process.

Polymorphism and population differentiation

The extent of DNA polymorphism within species and

populations was measured by nucleotide diversity, that

is the average fraction of nucleotide positions differing

between a pair of homologous sequences within a

group, denoted as p (Nei & Li 1979). Nucleotide
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Fig. 1 The distribution of sampling local-

ities (details in Table S1, Supporting

information) and genetic structuring

inferred by Structure from 74 sequence

loci for K = 3. Symbol areas are propor-

tional to sample sizes. Grey – Lm, light

grey – LvOUT, dark grey – LvIN. The

distribution of L. montandoni is hatched;

populations 1 and 3 are isolated from the

continuous part of the range. Areas

above 500 m a.s.l. are shaded.
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divergence between populations was measured using

average fraction of pairwise differences (dXY) and net

nucleotide divergence (dA; Nei & Kumar 2000; Nei & Li

1979). All polymorphism measures were calculated in

MSTATSPOP v.0.998980beta (S. E. Ramos-Onsins, L. Fer-

retti, E. Raineri, G. Marmorini, W. Burgos & G. Vera,

unpublished, available at http://bioinformatics.crage-

nomica.es/numgenomics/people/sebas/soft-

ware/software.html). Differentiation between species

and populations was measured by FST, which was cal-

culated using Weir & Cockerham’s (1984) approach

based on the analysis of molecular variance, imple-

mented in Arlequin with pairwise differences as the

measure of genetic distance (Excoffier & Lischer 2010).

As we sampled one to three individuals per population,

we treated FST as an empirical measure of differentia-

tion and did not test its significance in pairwise com-

parisons within species. FST and the measures of

polymorphism and divergence mentioned above were

calculated on the poly data set with the sequences of all

markers concatenated. Intraspecific nucleotide diversity

(p) and Tajima’s D (D; Tajima 1989) were calculated for

each gene separately, to assess the variation across

markers; significance of Tajima’s D in each species was

tested with coalescent simulations under the standard

neutral model. FST and the numbers of nucleotide dif-

ferences between and within populations were visual-

ized using R (R Development Core Team 2011).

To infer the number of genetic clusters present in the

data set, we used the Bayesian clustering method

implemented in STRUCTURE 2.3.3 (Pritchard et al. 2000;

Falush et al. 2007; Hubisz et al. 2009); entire haplotypes

were treated as alleles at each locus. We ran Structure

under the admixture model with uncorrelated allele fre-

quencies. We examined K values from 1 to 15 with 10

replicate runs for each K and 250 000 burn-in steps fol-

lowed by a million post-burn-in MCMC iterations. To

infer the most likely number of clusters, we used the

averaged posterior probability of the data given K clus-

ters (Pritchard et al. 2000) and DK, a measure of second-

order rate of change in the likelihood of K (Evanno et al.

2005), using the online software STRUCTURE HARVESTER

(Earl & vonHoldt 2012).

Summary statistics for ABC

Summary statistics are quantities calculated from the

data to represent the maximum amount of the informa-

tion present in the data in the simplest possible form

(Csillery et al. 2010). If summary statistics adequately

capture information about the model parameters con-

tained in the data, then posterior distributions of the

model parameters are highly informative. It might seem

that increasing the number of summary statistics should

increase the amount of available information. However,

it was shown that the larger the number of summary

statistics, the larger the statistical noise included in the

posterior estimation (Joyce & Marjoram 2008). Indeed,

Wegmann et al. (2009) showed that when too many

summary statistics are included, the obtained posteriors

may be biased. Thus, we decided to focus on a set of

basic summary statistics likely to be informative about

both gene flow between and demography within spe-

cies: number of segregating sites (S), number of fixed

polymorphisms (SF), number of shared polymorphisms

(SS), number of polymorphisms private to each spe-

cies/group of populations (SP), FST calculated between

species/groups of populations and between a given

group and the remaining groups pooled (in three-popu-

lation models, see below), Tajima’s D (D) and nucleo-

tide diversity (p). The last two were calculated both

within each group and for the whole data set. Summary

statistics for both observed and simulated data sets

were calculated on polymorphic biallelic sites only,

positions with more than two segregating variants were

excluded as departing from the infinite sites model. Cal-

culations were performed using MSTATSPOP v.0.998980-

beta. Following Wegmann et al. (2009), to reduce the

dimensionality of the summary statistics space, we also

calculated the partial least-squares (PLS) regression

(Boulesteix & Strimmer 2007). PLS-transformed statistics

were used to calculate the Euclidean distance between

observed and simulated data sets and to retain simula-

tions that were closest to the observed data. We investi-

gated 5–7 PLS components in three-population models

and 4–6 in two-population models. Simulations retained

using PLS components and untransformed summary

statistics gave very similar results in both model selec-

tion and parameter estimation. Thus, we present results

obtained with untransformed statistics.

Demographic models

We tested various scenarios of species divergence regard-

ing the extent, direction and timing of interspecific gene

flow in the context of intraspecific structuring. Because

historical demographic changes may affect inferences

about gene flow, we analysed also models allowing such

changes. Smooth newts inhabiting areas surrounding the

Carpathian newt range are deeply structured genetically

into two groups (Zieli�nski et al. 2014a). It was shown that

not accounting for population structure might introduce

false signals of population size changes (Chikhi et al.

2010), whereas migration from unsampled populations

can introduce serious bias in population size estimates

(Beerli 2004). Thus, we started with three-population

models, which potentially provide the most comprehen-

sive picture of the divergence history. However, due to a

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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large number of parameters that need to be estimated,

three-population models may become highly complex

and intractable (Aeschbacher et al. 2013). Thus, we

intended to analyse only simple scenarios using three-

population models. To reduce the dimensionality of the

parameter space and increase the accuracy of estimation,

we also analysed pairwise models. Such models allowed

analysis of the alternative scenarios regarding the tempo-

ral aspects of gene flow under constant and variable pop-

ulation sizes.

We built seven models with three descendant popula-

tions (Fig. S2, Supporting information). No demo-

graphic changes or changes in historical gene flow were

allowed to keep the models as simple as possible. The

first model (M1), assumed no gene flow between any of

the populations, whereas all other models allowed con-

stant migration between some or all populations. The

second model (M2) allowed migration between the Lv

groups only. Two models (M3 and M4) allowed for

migration between the Lv groups and between LvIN or

LvOUT and Lm, respectively. Two models (M5 and

M6) assumed only migration between Lm and LvIN or

LvOUT, respectively. Finally, model seven (M7) allowed

for migration between all three groups.

The two-population models were constructed for the

following pairs: (i) Lm and Lv (LvIN and LvOUT com-

bined), (ii) Lm and LvIN, (iii) Lm and LvOUT and (iv)

LvIN and LvOUT. For each pairwise comparison, we

tested 12 demographic models (Fig. 2): six scenarios of

gene flow, each either under constant population size (CS)
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Fig. 2 The two-group models investigated. Models were constructed for the following groups: (i) Lm and Lv (combined LvIN and

LvOUT), (ii) Lm and LvIN, (iii) Lm and LvOUT and (iv) LvIN and LvOUT. Six scenarios of gene flow were analysed (NGF – no

gene flow, CGF – constant gene flow, RGF – recent (last 200 kya) gene flow, A – single instantaneous admixture event at any time

after the divergence, RGFA – recent gene flow plus single admixture event older than 200 kya, OGF – old (older than 200 kya) gene

flow), each under constant population size (CS) or a single demographic change (VS). The frame indicates the best model in all pair-

wise comparisons. Npop1, Npop2, Npop1pre, Npop2pre and Nanc – population size of group 1, group 2, group 1 before demographic

change, group 2 before demographic change and ancestral population, respectively. TS – time of split. Tde1 and Tde2 – time of demo-

graphic change in group 1 and group 2, respectively. Tm – time of migration. Tm21 and Tm12 – time of instantaneous admixture of

genes from group 2 to group 1 and conversely. Constant arrows indicate migration whereas dotted admixture.
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or allowing a single demographic change (VS) in both

descendant populations. The six scenarios were as fol-

lows: (i) no gene flow (NGF), (ii) constant gene flow

(CGF), (iii) recent (last 200 kya) gene flow (RGF), (iv) sin-

gle instantaneous admixture event at any time after the

divergence (A), (v) recent gene flow plus single admixture

event older than 200 kya (RGFA) and (vi) old (older than

200 kya) gene flow (OGF). Admixture models (A &

RGFA) reflect short episodes of genetic exchange which

could have occurred in history of these species as sug-

gested by the mtDNA data (Zieli�nski et al. 2013).

Following the analysis of two-population models,

which favoured recent gene flow with demographic

change, we wanted to check whether the same scenario of

gene flow will be supported by more realistic three-popu-

lation models. We thus built and compared three-popula-

tion models analogous to M2, M3, M4 and M7 but

allowing for a single demographic change in each popula-

tion and gene flow not earlier than 200 kya (M2.VS.RGF,

M3.VS.RGF, M4.VS.RGF and M7.VS.RGF, respectively).

Simulations and ABC analysis

Coalescent simulations were performed using FASTSIM-

COAL2.01 (Excoffier et al. 2013). We simulated data using

finite site mutation model (as our data did not fit the

infinite site model) and single, fixed mutation rate. Loci

were simulated as independent chromosomes. Special

attention was paid to treat simulated data in exactly the

same way as observed data. Thus, we simulated loci of

the same lengths as in the observed ABC data set and

used only biallelic sites for the calculation of summary

statistics. We simulated exactly the same number of

sequences as in the observed data set. The ABC analysis

was performed within the ABCtoolbox (Wegmann et al.

2010), which facilitates the integration of simulations,

summary statistics calculation, parameter estimation

and validation.

Parameter values were sampled from uniform prior

distributions, priors for population sizes were uniform

on a log10 scale (Tables 1–3; S2–S3, Supporting informa-

tion). Mutation rate (l = 5.7 9 10�9 per site, per genera-

tion) was calculated from the data, using nuclear

sequences of L. boscai and L. italicus (Zieli�nski et al.

2014b), divergence time estimates from Pabijan et al.

(2015) and generation time of 4 years (Nadachowska &

Babik 2009). Recombination rate (r) prior spanned two

orders of magnitude (1.0 9 10�10–1.0 9 10�8 per gener-

ation between adjacent sites) and encompassed the

mean value (6.0 9 10�9, SD � 2.50 9 10�9) estimated

Table 1 Prior and posterior distribution of VS.RGF model for Lm – Lv. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLv and NLvanc – population sizes of

ancestral population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, Lv, Lv before demographic change, respectively. Nm – number of

migrants per generation. TS – time of split between species. TDLm and TDLv – time of demographic change in Lm and Lv, respec-

tively. Tm – time of migration start. r – recombination rate between adjacent sites

Parameter

Prior* Posterior characteristics

Posterior

validation

Minimum Maximum Mode Mean

HPDI† 90 HPDI† 95

Lower Upper Lower Upper P-value‡

log10 Nanc 4.5 6.7 5.06 5.19 4.52 5.76 4.52 5.92 3.30E-09

log10 NLm 4.5 6.5 5.15 5.27 4.57 5.91 4.52 6.06 6.39E-05

log10 NLmanc 4.5 6.5 4.97 5.28 4.52 6.03 4.52 6.23 1.44E-05

log10 NLv 4.5 6.7 6.10 5.99 5.43 6.68 5.26 6.69 1.11E-14

log10 NLvanc 4.5 6.7 5.72 5.64 4.78 6.53 4.68 6.63 5.11E-02

NmLv?Lm
§ 0.005 2 0.43 0.79 0.02 1.56 0.02 1.74 1.09E-04

NmLm?Lv
¶ 0.005 2 1.29 1.02 0.19 1.88 0.10 1.93 1.10E-01

TDLm
k 1000 500 000 126 377 234 107 15 059 436 058 4761 459 996 1.60E-09

TDLv
k 1000 500 000 296 889 263 546 63 361 476 177 40 289 491 222 6.21E-02

Tm
k 1 50 000 12 815 22 071 629 41 354 378 44 884 3.37E-01

TS
k 50 000 2 500 000 936 461 1 071 020 268 834 1 853 650 171 438 2 013 700 1.12E-07

r 9 10�9 0.1 10 4.33 5.05 0.84 9.28 0.51 9.63 1.89E-01

*All priors are uniformly distributed.
†Highest posterior density intervals.
‡P-values computed with Kolmogorov—Smirnoff test; bold values indicate significant deviations from uniformity after Bonferroni

correction.
§NmLv?Lm equals mLv?Lm 9 NLm
¶NmLm?Lv equals mLm?Lv 9 NLv
kAll times given in generations.
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with LDhat (McVean et al. 2002). For each model, we

ran 2.0 9 105 exploratory simulations to examine

whether the model was able to explain the observed

data. Prior ranges were kept wide enough to cover bio-

logically plausible ranges of parameter values, were

identical and were adjusted for all models simultane-

ously, to avoid the risk of introducing bias into model

selection by creating more and less optimized models.

The final analyses were based on 106 data sets simu-

lated under each demographic model. We retained 1%

(104) best simulations for each model and computed

the marginal likelihood of the observed and retained

data sets under generalized linear models (GLM;

Leuenberger & Wegmann 2010). We inspected posterior

probability curves and the fraction of retained simula-

tions with the marginal likelihood smaller or equal to

that of the observed data (observed P-value) to deter-

mine whether models can faithfully reproduce the

observed data. We assumed that P-values lower than

0.05 indicate that most of simulated data sets have

higher likelihood than the likelihood of observed data;

such models were excluded from the final model choice

procedure. Error rate was controlled applying the

Bonferroni correction. The best fitting model was

selected via Bayes factors (ratios of model marginal

densities).

Power estimation and posterior validation

For the three-population models, we applied the single

model selection procedure, each within given temporal

scenario of gene flow, whereas for the two-population

models, both single and hierarchical model choice pro-

cedures were applied following Fagundes et al. (2007).

In the hierarchical procedure, we first evaluated poste-

rior probabilities of different demographic models

nested within each scenario of gene flow and then com-

pared best models among scenarios.

To estimate the power to distinguish between models,

we generated for each model 1000 pseudo-observed

data sets and checked how often the ABC model choice

procedure correctly predicted the true model (the one

that produced the data set). Each pseudo-observed data

set was treated as the observed data and used to calcu-

late marginal densities of all compared models. Bayes

factors were then used to select the best model. As we

were interested in the power to identify the true model

overall as well as in the observed summary statistics

Table 2 Prior and posterior distribution of VS.RGF model for Lm – LvIN. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLvIN and NLvINanc – population sizes

of ancestral population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, LvIN, LvIN before demographic change, respectively. Nm – number of

migrants per generation. TS – time of split between species. TDLm and TDLvIN – time of demographic change in Lm and LvIN, respec-

tively. Tm – time of migration start. r – recombination rate between adjacent sites

Parameter

Prior* Posterior characteristics

Posterior

validation

Minimum Maximum Mode Mean

HPDI† 90 HPDI† 95

P-value‡Lower Upper Lower Upper

log10 Nanc 4.5 6.5 5.03 5.15 4.52 5.69 4.52 5.84 7.08E-07

log10 NLm 4.5 6.5 5.27 5.38 4.68 6.10 4.59 6.22 4.03E-06

log10 NLmanc 4.5 6.5 5.00 5.24 4.52 5.94 4.51 6.14 2.20E-16

log10 NLvIN 4.5 6.5 6.10 5.88 5.30 6.49 5.10 6.49 1.09E-05

log10 NLvINanc 4.5 6.5 5.63 5.57 4.84 6.38 4.74 6.46 2.85E-02

NmLvIN?Lm
§ 0.005 2 0.44 0.78 0.02 1.54 0.02 1.72 1.14E-08

NmLm?LvIN
¶ 0.005 2 1.26 1.02 0.18 1.87 0.10 1.93 2.01E-02

TDLm
k 1000 500 000 123 869 224 356 6209 421 013 4761 455 536 3.35E-07

TDLvIN
k 1000 500 000 359 578 273 275 75 187 491 224 46 691 498 746 1.06E-01

Tm
k 1 50 000 12 312 21 351 378 40 311 378 44 323 4.92E-02

TS
k 50 000 2 500 000 985 701 1 079 630 351 670 1 827 680 231 377 1 964 450 9.22E-15

r 9 10�9 0.10 10 5.72 5.04 0.78 9.23 0.46 9.58 5.59E-02

*All priors are uniformly distributed.
†Highest posterior density intervals.
‡P-values computed with Kolmogorov–Smirnoff test; bold values indicate significant deviations from uniformity after Bonferroni cor-

rection.
§NmLvIN?Lm equals mLvIN?Lm x NLm
¶NmLm?LvIN equals mLm?LvIN x NLvIN
kAll times given in generations.
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space, separate analyses were performed using the

pseudo-observed data sets drawn from all or from

retained simulations.

We checked for a bias in the posterior distributions

by generating 1000 pseudo-observed data sets with

known parameter values and computed coverage prop-

erty of the posterior distributions obtained with ABC-

GLM regression adjustment. If the parameter values for

these pseudo-observed data were randomly chosen

from the prior distribution, we expect the posterior

quantiles (the position of the true values within the pos-

terior distribution) to be uniformly distributed. The uni-

formity of the posterior quantiles for each parameter

was checked with a Kolmogorov–Smirnoff test and

its significance was obtained after the Bonferroni

correction.

Results

Polymorphism and differentiation

The full poly data set comprised alignments of 74 genes

of the average length of 499 bp (total length 36 918 bp)

acquired from 39 Lm and 45 Lv individuals (31 and 38

populations, respectively), sequenced to the average per

base coverage of 1017 � (SD) 1181. Physical phasing

using information contained in the overlapping Illu-

mina reads resulted in phase-resolved haplotypes (alle-

les) for most (95.1%) heterozygous genotypes. In the

remaining 4.9% cases, phasing was incomplete and hap-

lotypes were resolved randomly. As no test of linkage

disequilibrium was significant at the FDR level 0.05, we

further consider the markers unlinked. Species-wide

nucleotide diversity was almost twice as high in Lv as

in Lm (pLv = 0.0101 � 0.0071, pLm = 0.0057 � 0.0050,

Wilcoxon test, T = 38, P < 10�6, Table S4, Supporting

information). Also, within-population diversity was sig-

nificantly higher in Lv (pLv = 0.0063, pLm = 0.0041,

Mann–Whitney U-test, Z = 6.42, P < 10�6, Fig. S3,

Table S5, Supporting information). Between-population

nucleotide distance was also higher in Lv (mean

dXYLv = 0.0103, dXYLm = 0.0055, Mann–Whitney U-test,

Z = 27.70, P < 10�6, Fig. S3, Table S5, Supporting

information).

Interspecific FST of 0.50 was highly significant

(P < 0.0001). The mean FST between interspecific popu-

lation pairs was 0.66 � 0.05 (Table S6 and Fig. S4, Sup-

porting information). Within-species differentiation was

substantial, but weaker in Lm (FST = 0.22), than in Lv

(FST = 0.34) (Table S6 and Fig. S4, Supporting

Table 3 Prior and posterior distribution of VS.RGF model for Lm – LvOUT. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLvOUT and NLvOUTanc – population

sizes of ancestral population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, LvOUT, LvOUT before demographic change, respectively. Nm –
number of migrants per generation. TS – time of split between species. TDLm and TDLvOUT – time of demographic change in Lm and

LvOUT, respectively. Tm – time of migration start. r – recombination rate between adjacent sites

Parameter

Prior* Posterior characteristics

Posterior

validation

Minimum Maximum Mode Mean

HPDI† 90 HPDI† 95

Lower Upper Lower Upper P-value‡

log10 Nanc 4.5 6.5 5.07 5.17 4.53 5.71 4.52 5.85 3.58E-04

log10 NLm 4.5 6.5 5.36 5.44 4.74 6.18 4.64 6.29 2.12E-04

log10 NLmanc 4.5 6.5 5.00 5.23 4.52 5.93 4.51 6.13 1.83E-11

log10 NLvOUT 4.5 6.5 5.60 5.57 4.87 6.31 4.75 6.39 1.15E-05

log10 NLvOUTanc 4.5 6.5 5.27 5.39 4.55 6.12 4.52 6.26 1.36E-04

NmLvOUT?Lm
§ 0.005 2 0.43 0.80 0.02 1.56 0.02 1.74 2.47E-02

NmLm?LvOUT
¶ 0.005 2 0.72 0.96 0.10 1.77 0.05 1.86 1.98E-01

TDLm
k 1000 500 000 131 392 222 384 9777 422 081 4762 454 143 5.73E-05

TDLvOUT
k 1000 500 000 234 201 251 382 49 897 464 184 29 003 481 193 5.37E-01

Tm
k 1 50 000 11 559 19 836 378 38 559 378 43 075 1.05E-04

TS
k 50 000 2 500 000 1 059 700 1 115 540 425 717 1 820 070 327 234 1 964 400 1.23E-09

r 9 10�9 0.10 10 6.17 5.09 0.92 9.35 0.52 9.63 5.94E-03

*All priors are uniformly distributed.
†Highest posterior density intervals.
‡P-values computed with Kolmogorov–Smirnoff test; bold values indicate significant deviations from uniformity after Bonferroni

correction.
§NmLvOUT?Lm equals mLvOUT?Lm 9 NLm
¶NmLm?LvOUT equals mLm?LvOUT 9 NLvOUT
kAll times given in generations.
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information). The Structure analysis robustly identified

three genetic clusters and little admixture between

them, that is, in most populations, all individuals were

classified entirely or almost entirely to a single cluster

(Fig. 1). There was no indication of additional, lower

level structuring within the data set (Fig. S5, Supporting

information). All Lm populations formed a single clus-

ter while two clusters were identified in Lv, one group-

ing populations within the Carpathian basin and the

other those outside the Carpathian belt (LvIN and

LvOUT, respectively). Only two Lv populations (68 &

69) were highly admixed (admixture > 30%), and these

were not included in the ABC data set. The mean FST
between pairs of LvIN and LvOUT populations was

high (0.50), whereas pairwise FST within groups was

lower, 0.30 for LvIN and 0.17 for LvOUT (Table S6,

Supporting information). Tajima’s D was significantly

negative for both species (P < 0.001), more so in

Lv (DLv = �1.13 � 0.69 vs. DLm = �0.92 � 0.83, Wil-

coxon test, T = 1087, P = 0.11, Table S4, Supporting

information).

The ABC data set included 66 markers of the average

length of 484 bp (31 929 bp) and consisted of one gene

copy per marker sampled from each of 26 Lm and 32

Lv populations (Tables S7–S8, Supporting information).

Among 2046 polymorphic sites (S), 231 (11.29%) were

shared between species (SS) and 52 (2.54%) were fixed

differences (SF). Many more polymorphisms were pri-

vate (SP) to Lv (1330; 65%) than to Lm (433; 21.16%).

Model choice

The P-values calculated under the GLM were used to

check whether tested models were able to reproduce

the observed data. For five of seven-three-population

models (M1, M2, M3, M5 and M6), the observed data

fell well into the distribution of retained simulated data

(Table S9, Supporting information) and these models

were used for model choice. The best model was the

M3, with posterior probability (PP) 0.80 (Table S9, Sup-

porting information); this model allowed migration

between LvIN and LvOUT as well as between LvIN

and Lm. The second best model (M5), which allowed

migration only between Lm and LvIN, also obtained

substantial support (PP = 0.18). The overall power to

correctly predict the true model ranged from 0.60 for

M1 to 0.97 for M3 (mean = 0.77, Table S10, Supporting

information). The power, however, decreased in the

observed summary statistics space where it ranged

from 0.42 for M5 to 0.68 for M2 (mean = 0.50), but for

all models, it was higher than the random expectation

of 0.2 (Table S11, Supporting information).

All two-population models were able to reproduce

the observed data (Table 4). Within each gene flow

scenario, the VS models always outperformed the CS

models (Table 4). The VS.RGF model had the highest

PP for each population pair, although in the LvIN-

LvOUT comparison, its PP was below 0.5 (Table 4). The

second best in all interspecific comparisons was the

RGFA model, while in the LvIN-LvOUT comparison,

the CGF and RGFA models performed similarly

(Table 4). The power to correctly predict the true model

was similar in all interspecific comparisons (0.40–0.42);
in all cases except VS.NGF, the power was higher than

the random expectation of 0.17 (Table S12, Supporting

information). In all cases, the lowest overall power was

found for the VS.NGF and VS.RGF as simulations pro-

duced by these models were commonly choosing as

true models the VS.OGF and VS.CGF, respectively

(Table S12, Supporting information). However, VS.RGF

model gained power in the observed summary statistics

space where it increased to 0.66 (Table S13, Supporting

information).

Each two-population model including Lm involved

comparison of nonsister groups. Because models not

considering genetic exchange with the third closely

related population may give biased parameter esti-

mates, we additionally performed model selection and

power analysis for more realistic three-population mod-

els allowing for demographic change and recent gene

flow. The M4.VS.RGF model, assuming recent gene flow

between both Lv groups as well as between Lm and

LvOUT, obtained the highest posterior probability

(Table S14, Supporting information). However, also the

other two models that allowed migration between Lm

and LvIN (M3.VS.RGF) or between Lm and both Lv

groups (M7.VS.RGF) had considerable support

(Table S14, Supporting information). The overall power

to correctly predict the true model ranged from 0.45 for

M4.VS.RGF to 0.75 for M2.VS.RGF (mean = 0.58), and

for all models, it was higher than the random expecta-

tion of 0.25 (Table S15, Supporting information). Never-

theless, power analysis conducted within the observed

summary statistics space showed that the results of

model choice could be positively misleading: simula-

tions generated by two other models assuming gene

flow between Lm and Lv (M3.VS.RGF and M7.VS.RGF)

more often favoured M4.VS.RGF model than models,

which produced them (Table S16, Supporting informa-

tion). Thus, we conclude that there was not enough res-

olution in the data to evaluate complex three-

population models allowing temporal changes in gene

flow and demography.

History of divergence and gene flow

The three-population model M3 indicates the Messinian

(6.3 mya) divergence between Lm and Lv and the
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Pleistocene (1.0 mya) divergence between LvIN and

LvOUT (Fig. S6, Table S2 and Fig. S7, Supporting infor-

mation). For estimated effective population size (Ne) of

LvIN, 4.64 million (m) was an order of magnitude

higher than that of LvOUT (0.34 m) and two orders of

magnitude higher than that of Lm (0.06 m). According

to the posterior validation (Fig. S8, Table S2, Supporting

information) and posterior probability curves (Fig. S7,

Supporting information), LvIN Ne is underestimated.

However, when compared with two-population models,

it appears severely overestimated. Both ancestral popu-

lations had similar Ne of ca. 0.10 m (Table S2, Support-

ing information). Moderately strong and asymmetric

gene exchange between LvIN and both Lm and LvOUT

was inferred. Intraspecific migration rate was an order

of magnitude stronger from LvIN to LvOUT (mLvIN to

LvOUT 1.8*10�06 vs. mLvOUT to LvIN 3.4*10�07). Interspeci-

fic migration was two orders of magnitude stronger

from LvIN to Lm than in the opposite direction (mLvIN

to Lm 6.5*10�06 vs. mLm to LvIN 8.3*10�08). Interestingly,

interspecific migration rate from LvIN to Lm appears at

least three times higher than migration within Lv

(Table S2, Supporting information).

The two-population models involving various popu-

lation pairs consistently estimated the time of diver-

gence between Lm and Lv as 3.7 to 4.2 mya (Fig. 3).

The divergence between LvIN and LvOUT was esti-

mated at ca. 3.0 mya (Fig. S9, Supporting informa-

tion). Thus, interspecific divergence is younger and

intraspecific divergence is considerably older than esti-

mates from the three-population model. Demographic

expansions were detected in all groups (Figs 3, S9 and

Tables 1–3, S3, Supporting information). In Lm, the

twofold expansion occurred ca. 0.5 mya leading to the

current Ne of 0.14–0.23 m (Tables 1–3 and Fig. 3). The

two- or threefold demographic expansions in LvIN and

LvOUT occurred earlier, 0.9–1.5 mya (Tables 2–3 and

S3, Supporting information). The current Ne of LvIN

(ca. 1.09–1.25 m) is three to four times higher than

LvOUT (ca. 0.26–0.39 m, Tables 2–3, S3 and Figs 3b,c,

S9, Supporting information). All interspecific models

clearly support recent (starting 45–52 kya) gene flow.

The model comparing Lm and Lv (LvIN an LvOUT

combined) indicated three times higher migration rate

from Lv to Lm than in the opposite direction (mLv to Lm

3.0*10�06 vs. mLm to Lv 1.0*10�06) (Fig. 3a, Table 1 and

Fig. S10, Supporting information). Patterns of gene flow

between Lm and each Lv group differed. The rate of

gene flow between Lm and LvOUT was similar in both

directions (mLvOUT to Lm 1.8*10�06 vs. mLm to LvOUT

1.8*10�06) (Fig. 3c, Table 3 and Fig. S11, Supporting

information). On the contrary gene flow between Lm

and LvIN was asymmetric, with migration rate two

times higher from LvIN to Lm (mLvIN to Lm 2.3*10�06

compared to mLm to LvIN 1.00*10�06, Fig. 3b, Table 2,

Fig. S12, Supporting information). Gene exchange

between smooth newt groups started ca. 130 kya and

was also asymmetric (mLvIN to LvOUT 3.3*10�06 com-

pared to mLvOUT to LvIN 1.3*10�06, Fig. S9, Table S3,

Fig. S13, Supporting information). Gene flow is also

given as the number of migrants per generation (Nm,

Figs 3, S6, S9 and Table 1–3, S2-S3, Supporting informa-

tion), that is the product of Ne and migration rate. To

check whether the marginal posterior distributions esti-

mated from the best models were biased, we gener-

ated 1000 pseudo-observed data sets for each best

model and tested uniformity of posterior quantile

distributions for each parameter. According to the

Table 4 Performance of two-population models

Model

LM_LV LM_LVIN LM_LVOUT LVIN_LVOUT

P PP PPh P PP PPh P PP PPh P PP PPh

CS.NGF 0.898 0.003 — 0.831 0.001 — 0.950 0.003 — 0.981 0.001 —
CS.CGF 0.009 0.000 — 0.013 0.000 — 0.012 0.000 — 0.782 0.005 —
CS.RGF 0.999 0.081 — 0.969 0.036 — 0.984 0.071 — 1.000 0.035 —
CS.A 0.519 0.001 — 0.809 0.001 — 0.731 0.000 — 0.662 0.000 —
CS.OGF 0.954 0.002 — 0.959 0.001 — 0.959 0.001 — 0.992 0.000 —
VS.NGF 0.140 0.022 0.024 0.255 0.029 0.030 0.146 0.010 0.011 0.694 0.013 0.013

VS.CGF 0.034 0.030 0.033 0.229 0.039 0.041 0.041 0.010 0.011 0.961 0.261 0.273

VS.RGF 1.000 0.620 0.681 1.000 0.598 0.624 1.000 0.703 0.761 0.999 0.431 0.450

VS.A 0.823 0.047 0.051 0.877 0.045 0.047 0.891 0.014 0.015 0.895 0.012 0.013

VS.RGFA 0.997 0.162 0.178 1.000 0.184 0.192 0.999 0.165 0.179 0.986 0.222 0.232

VS.OGF 0.126 0.030 0.033 0.315 0.064 0.067 0.197 0.021 0.023 0.648 0.018 0.019

P — fraction of retained simulations with the marginal likelihood smaller or equal to that of the observed data. PP — posterior prob-

ability calculated when all models compared simultaneously. PPh — posterior probability calculated within hierarchical model selec-

tion procedure.
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Kolmogorov–Smirnoff test results (Table 1–3, S2-S3,

Supporting information) in each best model, some

parameters were biased. However, visual inspection of

the distributions of posterior quantiles (Figs S7, S14-S17,

Supporting information) suggests that most deviations

from uniformity were slight. In certain models, the true

values of some parameters were more often found in

the centre of the distribution, which is the consequence

of overly wide priors. This kind of bias does not affect

interpretation of posterior distributions and may only

slightly decrease precision of the estimates.

Discussion

Demographic history of the Carpathian and smooth
newts

The divergence of the Carpathian (Lm) and smooth (Lv)

newts has been characterized by prolonged isolation fol-

lowed by a recent secondary contact between all popula-

tion groups. Species divergence was dated between the

upper Miocene (6.3 mya; 95% HDPI 1.65–9.98 mya) and

middle Pliocene (3.7–4.2 mya; 95% HDPI 0.68–8.05 mya).

These estimates are plausible as fossils uncontroversially

assigned to both species are known from the upper Plio-

cene (Ro�cek 1994; Pabijan et al. 2015). As the original Lm

mtDNA was replaced by Lv mtDNA, we cannot estimate

the time of divergence from mtDNA (Babik et al. 2005;

Zieli�nski et al. 2013). Although the credibility intervals of

divergence from three- and two-population models over-

lap, it appears that the three-population models allowing

constant gene flow may overestimate the time of diver-

gence. Posteriors of the divergence time are much flatter

in these models, and, as evidenced by the two-population

models, constant gene flow is unlikely in this system. A

given amount of shared polymorphism may be explained

either by long divergence and substantial gene flow or by

more recent divergence and limited or no gene flow (Niel-

sen & Wakeley 2001). Therefore, models assuming con-

stant gene flow tend to overestimate the divergence time.

In three-population model allowing for demographic

change and recent gene flow, the time of divergence was

estimated at ca. 4.2 mya (95% HDPI 0.69–8.35 mya). In

each case, interspecific genetic differentiation predates the

Pleistocene glaciations. This pattern is repeatedly found

in temperate amphibians (Weisrock et al. 2001; Wielstra &

Arntzen 2011; Pabijan et al. 2013). Perhaps speculations

about the role of environmental factors in initiating diver-

gence are premature, but we note that our divergence

time estimates fall around the time of the Messinian salin-

ity crisis, a major climatic and environmental event in

Europe (Krijgsman et al. 1999). Upper Pliocene (3.0 mya;

95% HDPI 0.62–6.41 mya) or Pleistocene (1.0 mya; 95%

HDPI 0.21–2.83 mya) estimates of intraspecific divergence

between the Lv groups are consistent with those between

the major mtDNA lineages present in both groups (Babik

et al. 2005; Pabijan et al. 2015). Thus, climatic oscillations

during the Pleistocene could trigger intraspecific differen-

tiation within Lv. The Pleistocene climatic changes

affected most species inhabiting temperate regions by

causing range shifts and long-term range fragmentation

(Hewitt 2000, 2004). Long-term geographical isolation

could facilitate intraspecific genetic differentiation.

As our primary focus was on gene flow rather than

on demography, our models allow for only a single,

instantaneous demographic change as an approximation

NLv
1.27 mln

NLm 0.14 mln

1.3 x 10–6

3.0 x 10–6

Tsplit 3.74 Ma

Tde Lv 1.19 MaTde Lm 0.50 Ma

Nanc 0.11 mln

NLm pre 0.09 mln NLv pre 0.52 mln

Tmig 0.05 Ma

NLv IN
1.25 mln

1.0 x 10–6

2.3 x 10–6

Tsplit 3.94 Ma

Tde Lv 1.44 Ma
Tde Lm 0.49 Ma

Nanc 0.11 mln

NLm pre 0.10 mln
NLv pre 0.42 mln

NLm 0.19 mln Tmig 0.05 Ma

NLv OUT
0.39 
mln

1.8 x 10–6

Tsplit 4.23 Ma

Tde Lv 0.94 MaTde Lm 0.52 Ma
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Fig. 3 Parameters estimated from best two-group model –
VS.RGF (demographic change and recent migration). (a) Lm

– Lv (combined LvIN and LvOUT), (b) Lm – LvIN, (c) Lm –
LvOUT. NLm, NLv, NLvIN and NLvOUT – population size of Lm,

Lv, LvIN and LvOUT, respectively; Nanc ancestral population

size. NLmpre, NLvpre – population size before size change of Lm

and given Lv group, respectively. Tsplit – time of split. TdeLm

and TdeLv – time of demographic change in Lm and given Lv

group, respectively. Tmig – time of migration start. Numbers

above and below arrows indicate migration rates.
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of complex historical demography. Changes of popula-

tion size inferred from the two-population models sug-

gest that since initial divergence, populations of both

species at least doubled reaching the current sizes of

approximately two hundred thousand and over one

million in case of Lm and Lv, respectively. Interpreta-

tion of the estimated Ne values is not straightforward

because the relationship between the census size and

Ne is not obvious in our case. We use the coalescent Ne,

which is an inverse of the coalescent rate (Nordborg &

Krone 2002; Sj€odin et al. 2005). If one gene copy is sam-

pled per deme in the many deme model, the Ne in the

collecting phase is estimated (Wakeley 2009). In this

model, Ne is often larger than census population size

and is determined mainly by the rate of migration

between demes (Wakeley 2009), which remains

unknown. Lv population size could be also overesti-

mated due to migration from surrounding, unsampled,

Lv lineages (Beerli 2004). This is especially likely for

LvIN, which has been exchanging genes with Lv

populations from southern Europe (M. Pabijan et al.

submitted).

History of genetic exchange between the evolutionary
lineages

The roles of hybridization and interspecific gene flow in

speciation are controversial and remain poorly under-

stood (Coyne & Orr 2004; Abbott et al. 2013; Harrison &

Larson 2014; Seehausen et al. 2014). The pattern of con-

temporary hybridization is only a single snapshot of a

complex historical process (Abbott et al. 2013). Thus, to

understand the process of divergence, a longer-scale

perspective on historical gene flow between species is

essential (Sousa & Hey 2013). We found evidence for

recent (last glacial period) gene flow between Lm and

Lv despite their relatively old divergence (4–6 mya) and

presumably long periods of isolation. The massive mito-

chondrial introgression, resulting in complete mtDNA

replacement (Zieli�nski et al. 2013), was thus at least to

some extent accompanied by nuclear gene flow. Intro-

gression of two major mtDNA lineages, G and J, was

dated to < 100 kya (Zieli�nski et al. 2013), consistent with

our results for the nuclear data.

The models used in this study almost certainly over-

simplify the complexity of historical genetic exchange

in this system. For example, the model allowing both

recent gene flow and more ancient admixture also

received substantial support and multiple periods of

genetic exchange are suggested by the presence in Lm

of the mtDNA lineage I, a likely remnant of an ancient

introgression (Babik et al. 2005; Zieli�nski et al. 2013;

Pabijan et al. 2015). A model of secondary contact but

with a much longer period of genetic exchange

spanning the entire Pleistocene received the highest

support in the transcriptome resequencing study of

Stuglik & Babik (in press). The most complex scenarios

assuming temporal changes in demography and gene

flow were analysed in two-population models. Each of

such models involving Lm excluded one group of Lv

and thus oversimplified the biological reality. Gene flow

from not sampled (or not included in the model) popu-

lations may affect both the estimates of population sizes

and gene flow (Beerli 2004; Slatkin 2005; Strasburg &

Rieseberg 2010). Unfortunately, there was not enough

power in our data to meaningfully analyse three-popu-

lation models with variable demography and migration.

More extensive data, preferably from long continuous

genomic fragments and utilizing haplotype information,

should allow analysis of such complex models in the

future. Thus, while some uncertainty about the details

of historical gene flow remains, a long period of isola-

tion followed by period(s) of genetic exchange between

Lm and Lv appears robustly supported by the data.

Nevertheless, it may seem surprising that populations

so divergent with respect to morphology, behaviour

and ecology still maintain the ability to exchange genes,

despite apparently strong prezygotic isolation (Babik

et al. 2003). Strong reproductive isolation should result

in very low per generation migration rates (m) between

the two species (Sambatti et al. 2012). Thus, low migra-

tion rates (ca. 10�6 per gene copy per generation) esti-

mated in this study are fully consistent with strong

assortative mating observed in the hybrid zone and

population genetic studies, which found little evidence

for contemporary gene flow between the species (Zie-

li�nski et al. 2013, 2014a). However, due to the large

effective population sizes, these low migration rates

translate into a relatively high number of effective

migrants (Nm = 0.39–1.29). Both theory (Wright 1931)

and empirical studies (Sambatti et al. 2012) indicate that

if populations are large, even a low rate of gene flow

can prevent genetic differentiation due to drift. Thus,

the large population sizes of the two hybridizing spe-

cies have two main consequences. First, a relatively low

rate of gene flow is needed to prevent their differentia-

tion at neutral loci. Second, the efficacy of selection rela-

tive to genetic drift in generating divergence is

increased so we suspect that the observed differentia-

tion can in large part be attributed to selection. On the

other hand, efficient selection may facilitate the spread

of universally beneficial alleles originating in either spe-

cies, so that even a low amount of gene flow may allow

species to share adaptations (Morjan & Rieseberg 2004).

Both the three- and two-population models support

asymmetric nuclear gene flow. Introgression between

hybridizing species is often asymmetric for reasons that

are not fully understood (Barton & Hewitt 1985; Orive

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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& Barton 2002; Niemiller et al. 2008). In newts, long-

term asymmetry is driven by a higher rate of gene flow

from LvIN to both Lm and LvOUT, which is consistent

with the observed admixture of Lv genes in several Lm

populations adjacent to the Carpathian basin (Zieli�nski

et al. 2014a). This pattern could be explained by expan-

sion-related phenomena (Currat et al. 2008; Excoffier

et al. 2009) or by intraspecific polymorphism in repro-

ductive incompatibilities (Cutter 2012). Under the sce-

nario modelled by Currat et al. (2008), neutral

introgression from the resident to the invading popula-

tion is expected. Invasion of Lm into the Lv range has

previously been invoked to explain mtDNA replace-

ment (Zieli�nski et al. 2013). Explanation of the geo-

graphically variable asymmetry in nuclear introgression

would require expansion of Lm, and possibly also

LvOUT into the LvIN-inhabited areas, but weaker or no

expansion of Lm into the LvOUT range. Potentially, the

observed asymmetry may also reflect differences in the

time since secondary contact between Lm and the two

lineages of Lv. This possibility could be evaluated by

using information contained in haplotype spectra to

estimate the time of secondary contact more precisely

(Harris & Nielsen 2013). Genomic heterogeneity in the

pattern of gene flow between Lm and Lv inferred from

the site frequency spectrum (Stuglik & Babik in press)

argues against the invasion-related neutral explanation.

This is because asymmetric gene flow was found only

in the portion of the genome characterized by a low

migration rate, where selection may oppose introgres-

sion. No asymmetry was detected in the more freely

introgressing fraction of the genome, which would be

expected if neutral invasion-related phenomena were

involved. A second explanation for geographical varia-

tion in the patterns of asymmetry involves intraspecific

polymorphism in reproductive isolation between spe-

cies. The genetic architecture of isolation between a pair

of taxa may vary spatially due to environmental, eco-

logical or genetic variation in factors that contribute to

isolation (Nolte et al. 2009; Teeter et al. 2010). Several

recent studies demonstrate substantial intraspecific

polymorphism for hybrid incompatibilities (Sweigart

et al. 2007; Good et al. 2008; Corbett-Detig et al. 2013;

Charron et al. 2014). Introgression may be easier

between some genetic groups if their genomes harbour

fewer incompatible alleles and thus intrinsic selection

against hybrids is weaker (Cutter 2012). Hence, the dif-

ferences in the pattern of gene flow between Lm and

two Lv groups may suggest regional differences in the

genetic architecture of isolation between the species.

The relevance of such polymorphism to the process of

speciation is of great interest and has been the focus of

much debate (Cutter 2012). Further insights may be

obtained by comparing introgression between multiple

transects through Lm/Lv hybrid zones. If the architec-

ture of reproductive isolation differs between Lm and

the two Lv lineages, then similar patterns of introgres-

sion are expected between transects involving the same

Lv lineage, but transects involving various lineages

should consistently differ (Teeter et al. 2010; Cutter

2012; Seehausen et al. 2014).

Conclusions

This study provided quantitative, model-based insight

into the history of divergence and a longer-scale perspec-

tive on genetic exchange between the Carpathian and

smooth newts. Despite introgression of nuclear genes,

which followed period(s) of isolation, the species have

maintained their distinctiveness, which suggests that

gene flow has not affected genomic regions responsible

for species-specific adaptations. The Carpathian newt

hybridizes with two evolutionary lineages of the smooth

newt, exchanging genes symmetrically with one of them

but asymmetrically with the other. We argue that

intraspecific polymorphism for hybrid incompatibilities

segregating within the smooth newt could explain this

pattern; this hypothesis can be tested in replicated hybrid

zones. The results of our study highlight the importance

of incorporating intraspecific genetic structure into the

models investigating the history of divergence.
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Fig. S12 Posterior probabilities of the parameters inferred from

best Lm – LvIN two-group model – VS.RGF.

Fig. S13 Posterior probabilities of the parameters inferred from

best LvIN – LvOUT two-group model – VS.RGF.

Fig. S14 Distributions of posterior quantiles of all the parameters

inferred from best Lm – Lv two-group model – VS.RGF.

Fig. S15 Distributions of posterior quantiles of all the parameters

inferred from best Lm – LvIN two-group model – VS.RGF.

Fig. S16 Distributions of posterior quantiles of all the parameters

inferred from best Lm – LvOUT two-group model – VS.RGF.

Fig. S17 Distributions of posterior quantiles of all the parameters

inferred from best LvIN – LvOUT two-group model – VS.RGF.
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